macOS 12 Monterey new features
See https://www.apple.com/macos/monterey-preview/features/
Macs compatible with macOS Monterey
Mac Desktops:
iMac Pro (2017)
M1 iMac (Retina 4.5K, 24-inch, 2021)
iMac (Retina 5K, 27-inch, 2020)
iMac (Retina 5K, 27-inch, 2019)
iMac (Retina 4K, 21.5-inch, 2019)
iMac (Retina 5K, 27-inch, 2017)
iMac (Retina 4K, 21.5-inch, 2017)
iMac (21.5-inch, 2017)
iMac (Retina 5K, 27-inch, Late 2015)
iMac (Retina 4K, 21.5-inch, Late 2015)
iMac (21.5-inch, Late 2015)
Mac mini (M1, 2020)
Mac mini (2018)
Mac mini (Late 2014)
Mac Pro (2019)
Mac Pro (Late 2013)

MacBook Pro:
MacBook Pro (13-inch, M1, 2020)
MacBook Pro (13-inch, 2020, Two Thunderbolt 3 ports)
MacBook Pro (13-inch, 2020, Four Thunderbolt 3 ports)
MacBook Pro (16-inch, 2019)
MacBook Pro (13-inch, 2019, Two Thunderbolt 3 ports)
MacBook Pro (15-inch, 2019)
MacBook Pro (13-inch, 2019, Four Thunderbolt 3 ports)
MacBook Pro (15-inch, 2018)
MacBook Pro (13-inch, 2018, Four Thunderbolt 3 ports)
MacBook Pro (15-inch, 2017)
MacBook Pro (13-inch, 2017, Four Thunderbolt 3 ports)
MacBook Pro (13-inch, 2017, Two Thunderbolt 3 ports)
MacBook Pro (15-inch, 2016)
MacBook Pro (13-inch, 2016, Four Thunderbolt 3 ports)
MacBook Pro (13-inch, 2016, Two Thunderbolt 3 ports)
MacBook Pro (Retina, 15-inch, Mid 2015)
MacBook Pro (Retina, 13-inch, Early 2015)

MacBook Air:
MacBook Air (M1, 2020)
MacBook Air (Retina, 13-inch, 2020)
MacBook Air (Retina, 13-inch, 2019)
MacBook Air (Retina, 13-inch, 2018)
MacBook Air (13-inch, 2017)
MacBook Air (13-inch, Early 2015)
MacBook Air (11-inch, Early 2015)

MacBook (12-inch):
MacBook (Retina, 12-inch, 2017)
MacBook (Retina, 12-inch, Early 2016)

Macs removed from compatibility with macOS Monterey
Mac Desktops:
iMac (Retina 5K, 27-inch, Mid 2015)
iMac (Retina 5K, 27-inch, Late 2014)
iMac (21.5-inch, Mid 2014)

MacBook Pro:
MacBook Pro (Retina, 15-inch, Mid 2014)
MacBook Pro (Retina, 13-inch, Mid 2014)
MacBook Pro (Retina, 15-inch, Late 2013)
MacBook Pro (Retina, 13-inch, Late 2013)

MacBook Air:
MacBook Air (13-inch, Early 2014)
MacBook Air (11-inch, Early 2014)
MacBook Air (13-inch, Mid 2013)
MacBook Air (11-inch, Mid 2013)

MacBook (12-inch):
MacBook (Retina, 12-inch, Early 2015)
————————————————————————————————————
See https://www.apple.com/macos/monterey-preview/features/

Erase all content and settings in System Preferences menu, now like the iPhone or iPad fo bring it back to factory default apps and create new user like new. Includes user installed apps.
Now you can move a window to another display and have it auto-resize to fit the new display’s resolution.
Do you remember the word “Hello” on the original Mac intro and again on the iMac intro video? The 24” iMac has a Hello screen saver that evokes this. Well, all Macs will get that and a Hello dynamic (high/dark) desktop picture.
Apple has sort of brought back the Target Display Mode function, non-Retina resolutions, where you can AirPlay to another Mac. You can also AirPlay from your iPhone or iPad to the Mac, so goodbye AirServer and Reflector for Monterey users. This can include Apple Fitness+ workout videos. The only drawback to using Apple Fitness+ with AirPlay is that on-screen metrics such as heart rate and calories burned are not displayed on the Mac, but they can still be viewed on an Apple Watch.

AirPlay to Mac is supported on the following Mac models running macOS Monterey:

MacBook Pro (2018 and later)
MacBook Air (2018 and later)
iMac (2019 and later)
iMac Pro (2017)
Mac mini (2020 and later)
Mac Pro (2019)
You may notice this list is more exclusive that the list of machines that can run Monterey, so again we have some new features that older Macs cannot take advantage of. The AirPlay 2 to Mac function can be wireless or USB-C wired for lower latency. Of course it could be audio only, so you could Airplay some music from your iPhone to your Mac. So instead of AirPlay to just your AppleTV, you won’t need AirServer or Reflector to show the iPhone on the Mac so that remote viewers can see your iPhone as well. I don’t know why anyone would AirPlay from Mac to Mac when screen share already exists, but there you have it.
In a related way, there is now the Universal Control feature that works like ShareMouse where one keyboard and pointing device can control more than one Mac or iPad. It also moves files from one machine to the other. It’s probably one of the most notable new features of Monterey. You can drag and drop content from one Mac to another, or from the Mac to the iPad. There is no big setup involved and works automatically when the Macs or Mac and iPad are next to each other. Of course, like sidecar from Big Sur, not every iPad works this way, it has to be an iPad that supports a pen.
There is the new M1 only Live Text, which can do OCR on an image to derive editable text from an image. This works for both typeset and neatly handwritten text. It can recognize URLs and phone numbers, addresses and more. With Data Detectors, if it detects a phone number, you can either call it or text it. Likewise there is now Visual Lookup, which uses machine learning to detect dog breeds, well-known works of art, landmarks, plants and more in your photos and in Safari. Kind of like the older detection of people’s faces. It’s a new function of the operating system and not just in Photos, so more programs will eventually take advantage of it. Just right-click on a photo and choose the “Look Up” contextual option and you make will try to figure out what it is.
There is now a Low Power Mode on the Mac like the iPhone. In System Preferences - Battery. (Similar to Energy Saver panel on desktop Macs.) It reduces the system’s clock speed and the display brightness to conserve power on MacBook Air and Pro models.
Safari has an updated tab bar that blends into the background, adopting the color of the page next to it.
There is now Tab Groups for grouping your open tabs. These Tab Groups will sync via iCloud to your iPhone or iPad if they have been updated to iOS 15. Every tab that you click on also has a Smart Search field for making it easier to get to new content, and tabs have a less obtrusive, floating design. Apple has also added tab groups so you can save groups of tabs together and then revisit them later. If you're planning a vacation, for example, you might have several tabs that you want to keep open and revisit later without having the tabs take up your entire Safari tab bar, with tab groups allowing you to save everything and open it back up later.

There's a new down arrow next to the bookmarks and reading list interface where you can access tab groups. Tab groups can be shared with others and accessed on any Apple device running iOS 15, iPadOS 15, or macOS Monterey. To accommodate the addition of tab groups, the sidebar has been redesigned to merge tab groups, bookmarks, Reading List, and Shared with You links into one easy to access spot.

Safari's Intelligent Tracking Prevention has been updated in macOS Monterey to prevent trackers from profiling you with your IP address, and Safari will also automatically upgrade sites known to support HTTPS from the more insecure HTTP.
In Safari now, from the View menu, is a translation feature for web sites in non-English web sites. Well that Translate feature becomes system-wide in Monterey, iOS 15 and iPadOS 15. Just right-click on selected text to bring up a Translate option. This even works with the Live Text function in an image.
Big Sur users can get a taste of many of the new features by downloading and trying out the Safari Technology Preview.

With the new SharePlay feature, FaceTime users can watch movies and TV shows together, listen to music, and share their screen with friends and family in real time, with support also available for third-party apps. If you start up a movie or a TV show while on a FaceTime call, participants will have synced playback and controls, and the volume will automatically adjust so you can talk and watch at the same time. For Music, your whole group of friends can listen to Apple Music songs and add additional songs to a shared queue with synced playback controls.
With screen sharing capabilities, you can share an entire screen or just an app, which is ideal for collaborating with coworkers, having a game night with friends, or planning a group trip. You can even FaceTime with non-iPhone users in macOS Monterey. Just create a link to a FaceTime call (which is also a new feature) and then share it with someone on an Android or PC and they can join from the Chrome or Edge browsers.
Shared With You in Messages keeps track of content people send you, saving it in Photos, Safari, Podcasts, News, and Apple TV.
The iOS/iPadOS Shortcuts app which not many people use, expands to the Mac with macOS Monterey, so all of your iPhone shortcuts (and more) will be available on the Mac. If you have a recent MacBook Pro, they can be run from the TouchBar, otherwise it’s available from the Finder’s menu car or the contextual Quick Actions sub-menu. Apple has designed a gallery of pre-built shortcut options. Shortcuts has been updated with Next Action Suggestions to make it easier to create new shortcuts, and your Automator app workflows can be converted into shortcuts. For Pro users, there's AppleScript integration and shell script compatibility. The Shortcuts app is integrated throughout macOS for running shortcuts from the menu bar, Finder, Spotlight, Siri, and more.
Speaking of the Finder, in the sidebar is a new iCloud collaboration folder. When you copy files from volume to volume, there is a new pie chart progress indication which you can cancel or pause a copy.

Not actually a Monterey feature, but now Android users can join in on a FaceTime call. You can now have a Create Link button which you can send to a web using person. They are not peers in that they can’t initiate a FaceTime call, but it’s good that Windows and Android users can finally join in.
Focus, also available on iOS 15, is designed to help you stay on task with modes for Work, Personal Life, and more, plus customizable options. It’s like Do Not Disturb is on the iPhone and in fact the icon is a slice of the moon like Do Not Disturb is. Focus basically filters out notifications unrelated to your current activity, and lets people know that you're unavailable. Focus set on one device syncs across all devices. You can set a “Work” focus mode to suppress non-work related apps. There are also Focus modes for Sleep and Driving and you can create custom ones. So since notifications have been modified for Focus, you may notice larger contact phots for people in notifications you do get. You can mute the notifications from any app for the next hour or the next day. In fact if you aren’t actively messaging someone, Apple will suggest muting it. Overriding a Focus, an application can mark a notification as Time Sensitive to be sent right away.

Not the free versions, but the paid iCloud Services will be boosted to become iCloud+ presumably in time for Monterey and other updates in the fall. One element is iCloud Private Relay. It’s like a VPN. Your web-browsing traffic is encrypted and sent through a relay to hide your exact location, IP, or the contents of your browsing traffic. With a traditional VPN, users’ internet traffic is encrypted and then sent to the VPN’s server, which masks the IP and routes the data on to the websites users want to access. This keeps your ISP from knowing what site you are visiting and the destination website from knowing your actual IP address. But it still leaves one gaping privacy hole: the VPN provider itself knows your real IP and the websites you’re visiting. And the problem is, you can never be sure what a VPN is doing with your browsing data. Do you trust your VPN company? Can your ISP check the VPN logs? Not to mention a VPN connection is often much slower than a direct connection. This is where iCloud Private Relay comes in—and puts VPNs to shame. iCloud Private Relay uses a dual-hop architecture. When you navigate to a website through Safari, iCloud Private Relay takes your IP address, which it needs to connect you to the website you want to go to, and the URL of that site. But it encrypts the URL so not even Apple can see what website you are visiting. Your IP and encrypted destination URL then travels to an intermediary relay station run by a third-party trusted partner. Apple would not name these trusted partners, but says the company is working with some of the largest content providers out there. Before getting to this relay station, however, your IP address is anonymized and randomized, so the relay partner can’t identify you or your device. Then at the relay station, the destination URL is unencrypted, so the third-party provider can send you on to the website you want to go to. Because of this dual-hop architecture, neither Apple nor the relay station knows both who you are and where you are going. Apple knows who you are (because you are using iCloud Private Relay), but it doesn’t know where you’re browsing. Its third-party partner knows where you are browsing–but not who you are.
For only 99 cents a month, it will do much of what a VPN is used for. Since it’s for macOS 12 as well as iOS 15 and iPadOS, it’s very useful and no configuration. There’s an IP Address Location setting that lets you preserve your approximate location or use a broader location, but most users can ignore that. When this is enabled, all of your browsing activity in Safari will be routed through two internet “hops,” or relays. Your data is encrypted and then sent to Apple, so your ISP can’t see any of your web browsing requests. Once at Apple’s proxy server, the DNS request (the thing that points a domain name like “macworld.com” to a specific server IP address) and your iPhone or Mac’s IP address are separated. Your IP address is retained by Apple, while your DNS request is passed on, encrypted, to a “trusted partner” that has the decryption key, along with a fake intermediary IP address that is based on your approximate location. Apple didn’t name its partners, but some web sleuths have figured out that they are major internet backbone companies such as Akamai, Cloudflare, and Fastly.
	A second element of iCloud+ is Hide My Email, which lets users share a unique random email address at will instead of giving their real one away. The third new privacy function of iCloud+ is HomeKit Secure Video, which allows an unlimited number of connected security cameras to store their footage on the user’s iCloud account without counting toward storage limits.
	There is also the new Mail PrivacyProtection to prevent incoming emails from using invisible tracking pixels. I now use the free MailTrackerBlocker which is a plug-in for Mail. https://apparition47.github.io/MailTrackerBlocker/ I only wish there was a version for iOS. On Macs with a webcam there is a hardware connected light to tell you the camera is in use. Monterey adds a Mac recording indication when an app uses just the microphone.
FaceTime supports spatial audio so voices sound like they're coming from where the person is positioned on the screen. My Mac mini has a webcam with stereo mics, so with any luck, this feature may be supported. In the public beta, FaceTime video doesn’t work, but QuickTime Player sees my webcam. There's also a Wide Spectrum sound mode for when there are multiple call participants in the same room. Portrait Mode blurs out the background behind you, much like the iPhone photos feature.

If you have a 2018 or newer Mac, when you use FaceTime when using either the AirPods Pro or Max, the spatial audio option is there to create a sound like it’s coming from the direction they are relative to the stereo microphones. For all Monterey Macs: There is a Voice Isolation mode that uses machine learning to identify ambient noises and block them, so a dog barking in the background or someone else in the room will be diminished. That would rather be opposite to the wide spectrum mode which brings in every single sound, say for remote music lessons. There is even a new feature in FaceTime where the computer will let you know if your microphone is muted when you attempt to talk.
If you are on a Group FaceTime call, there is now a grid view in same-size tiles, more like zoom’s Gallery View I guess. It highlights the current speaker so you know who’s talking assume only one person talks at a time. It supports 18 people.

There are some features of Monterey only for the Apple Silicon Macs, like that Live Text function, FaceTime Portrait Mode, inspired by the option on the iPhone, for FaceTime, it blurs your background to put the focus on you, new more 3D detailed Maps. Public transit directions now show nearby stations and transit times, plus you can pin your favorite routes. A new driving map displays traffic, incidents, and other details, and road details like turn lanes, medians, crosswalks, and bus and bike lanes are shown in greater detail.

Also on-Mac keyboard dictation improves as you use it, but search based dictation still uses the Apple server, and now keyboard dictation being on-device, you can dictate text of any length without a timeout. Previously server based, it was limited to 60 seconds.

Moving on to Messages.app, there is a new feature (or will be, as it doesn’t work in the beta) called “Shared with You” if someone shares a website link, it will show up in a new Shared with You section of the Safari sidebar. In Photos, there is now a Shared with You section in the sidebar. Similarly there is a new Shared with You section in Apple News, Apple Podcasts, and Apple TV. All of the Shared with You sections in these apps also have quick links back to Messages so you can respond to the person who originally sent the content when you get around to viewing it. You can even pin your favorite content right in the Messages app to ensure you see it later on. It will be moved up the list here or in any search in Messages. If you send someone multiple photos in a row, they now appear as a little image collage or image stack that you can flip through, rather than a bunch of individual photos.
Photos, if you recall has a Memories feature in the sidebar. As it wasn’t under full user control, not many people used it, nevertheless Apple updated it. Overall the program got some improvements like a better info pane and the automatic people identification got better. Misidentified people are easier to correct and there is an option to “Feature Less” to see less of some date, place, holiday or person in the Featured Photos. There already was a “Suggest Fewer Memories Like This” button.
Apple is still playing with augmented reality. There is now Object Capture if you have 4GB of VRAM. Turn a series of 2D images into a photo-realistic 3D object that’s optimized for AR in just minutes using the power of Mac. Object Capture makes 3D content creation easy for all developers. I don’t know how this works out for Apple silicon as they don’t say anything about VRAM.
